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The Republican National Lawyers Association (RNLA) is the home of Republican lawyers in the Republican
Party. The missions of the RNLA are advancing professionalism; advancing open, fair, and honest elections;
advancing career opportunities; and advancing Republican ideals. Since 1985, RNLA has worked to ensure that
elections are open, fair, and honest so that every eligible voter’s vote is counted and ineligible votes are not
counted.
The United States has the finest election system in the world and enjoys a proud position as the leading, longest
lasting representative democracy in the world. Yet, there is always work to be done to improve the election
system, and America is currently experiencing a crisis of confidence in its election system. A recent poll
showed that a record-low 30% of Americans are confident in the “honesty of elections.”1
While liberals and establishment Democrats continue to oppose the Presidential Advisory Commission on
Election Integrity (EIC) and its work, the EIC is taking an important step to address this crisis of confidence in
our election systems by studying the problem, inviting expert testimony, and encouraging public comments.
Indeed, the EIC is engaging in exactly what one of the EIC’s most vocal opponents, Senate Minority Leader
Chuck Schumer, recently called for: a “public debate about these issues where experts can discuss policies like
same-day registration as well as alleged voter fraud.”2
By studying and taking seriously the problems and perception of problems in our election system, the EIC has
an unparalleled opportunity to improve the public’s confidence in the process and outcomes of elections with
the goal of increasing voter turnout, for all eligible voters. The RNLA thanks the EIC and its commissioners
for undertaking this important work.
While some citizens will always vote and some citizens will never vote, for many citizens whether they turn out
to vote depends on the candidates and issues on the ballot and whether they believe their vote counts and will
make a difference. Despite the hyperbolic rhetoric, studies and polls consistently show that election integrity is
important to the American people and that greater election integrity will likely lead to greater voter confidence
and turnout:
• An August 2016 Gallup poll found that 80% of Americans, including 77% of minorities and 63% of
Democrats, support requiring photo ID prior to voting.3 	
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• The Gallup poll found that 68% of Americans view ballots cast by ineligible voters as a problem. 	
  
• An August 2017 Rasmussen Reports poll found that 70% of likely voters support requiring photo
identification prior to voting.5	
  
• Voter ID requirements have been associated with higher turnout (or at a minimum, no effect on turnout):	
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o In 2016, many states with voter ID laws saw record turnout. 	
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Wisconsin has seen a steady increase in turnout since the enactment of its voter ID law.7	
  
A 2006 study by John Lott, one of the experts testifying before the EIC on September 12, found
that voter turnout in Mexico increased after adoption of a very strict voter ID law.8	
  
o Criticizing serious bias in a widely reported study that purported to find voter ID laws decreased
turnout, a March 2017 study by distinguished university professors found that “no definitive
relationship” could be established between voter ID laws and turnout based on existing data.9	
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Voters—of every party, race, economic status, and age—realize what is often not reported in the media or
acknowledged by pundits: ineligible votes disenfranchise voters. Every ineligible vote cast cancels out the vote
of an eligible voter. Every instance of fraud negates the thoughtful vote of an eligible voter who took the time
to research the candidates and issues and go to the polls. Voters know this and are understandably upset at the
thought that their voice in the democratic process and their power in our system of government of the people, by
the people, and for the people could be so easily silenced.
Recent news also demonstrates the importance of election integrity, that every vote counts, and that the EIC’s
inquiry into what can be done to improve our election systems is desperately needed:
• 1,852 non-citizens who were removed from the voter rolls in the past six years in Virginia had voted,
casting 7,474 total illegal ballots.10 The 2013 attorney general’s race was won by just 907 votes after a
recount (165 on election night).11	
  
• In July, Broward County, Florida, Democrat Supervisor of Elections Brenda Snipes admitted that noncitizens and ineligible felons do vote in “major elections” despite not being eligible, often as a result of
the flood of new voter registrations submitted by groups directly before elections.12 	
  
• In what is a common story in elections, an investigation by the State Attorney’s Office in Palm Beach
Country, Florida, into the 2016 Democratic primary found clear evidence of absentee ballot fraud, but
the case was dropped for lack of a suspect.13	
  
• Rhode Island recently announced that it has found and is in the process of removing 150,000 inaccurate
voter registration records in a state with a voting age population of 842,321.14	
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In a March 2017 special election in Philadelphia, there were allegations of illegal electioneering,
nonvoters following voters into polling booths, and poll workers impermissibly assisting voters to vote
for the poll worker’s preferred candidate. This was all part of a successful effort to elect a Democratic
write-in candidate in a heavily Democratic district—where no cheating was necessary for the write-in
candidate to prevail—after the Democratic candidate on the ballot was disqualified for not living in the
district.15	
  

Protecting the integrity of our elections is vital for not only protecting the accuracy of election outcomes but
also for encouraging public confidence in our election system. The EIC’s study of the election system and
recommendations for improvement will assist state and local election officials as they administer one of our
most important institutions.
If you have any questions, please contact Michael Thielen at thielen@republicanlawyer.net or 202-802-0437.
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